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while we are generally very pleased with the feedback we received on
visual lint at the recent visual studio 2017 conference, and we are 100%
committed to making pc-lint more useful to microsoft developers, we
have decided not to port our products to the universal windows platform
(or even windows store apps). while we realise that this may be
disappointing news for some of you, we made this call early in the
process of porting pc-lint and starting with the release of pc-lint plus 3.0,
we will only be developing on windows. we will continue to try to support
other popular platforms to the best of our ability (e.g. ios and android)
and look forward to an ongoing relationship with users, particularly those
who provide code or feedback on visual lint. if you have any questions,
have any ideas for new features or simply want to discuss the future of
pc-lint, please join us in the pc-lint forum and feel free to use the new
forum for visual studio 2017. if you have issues with pc-lint or pc-lint
plus, please file a support request (support.visualstudio.com) rather than
opening an issue in the forum. the debugging configurations for pc-lint
9.00l (2008 and later) include minification of debug symbols together
with the creation of debug directories for symbols and symbol stamps in
debug directories when debugging with the debugger on windows. this
makes the debug output a lot less obtrusive. pc-lint plus™ static source
code analysis and code navigation tool add-on for visual studio,
jetbrains® intellij idea™ and qnx® studio. pc-lint plus is a powerful yet
simple static source code analysis tool that allows developers, tool
builders, and testers to quickly analyze, explore, and navigate code at
the level of single files, directories, and projects.
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